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Abstract—This paper considers person re-identification (re-
ID) in the case of long-time gap (i.e., long-term re-ID) that
concentrates on the challenge of clothes variation of each person.
We introduce a new dataset, named Celebrities-reID to handle
that challenge. Compared with current datasets, the proposed
Celebrities-reID dataset is featured in two aspects. First, it
contains 590 persons with 10,842 images, and each person does
not wear the same clothing twice, making it the largest clothes
variation person re-ID dataset to date. Second, a comprehensive
evaluation using state of the arts is carried out to verify the
feasibility and new challenge exposed by this dataset. In addition,
we propose a benchmark approach to the dataset where a two-
step fine-tuning strategy on human body parts is introduced to
tackle the challenge of clothes variation. In experiments, we eval-
uate the feasibility and quality of the proposed Celebrities-reID
dataset. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
benchmark approach is not only able to best tackle clothes
variation shown in our dataset but also achieves competitive
performance on a widely used person re-ID dataset Market1501,
which further proves the reliability of the proposed benchmark
approach.
Index Terms—person re-identification, clothes variation, body
parts, deep learning
I. INTRODUCTION
Person re-identification (re-ID) aims to associate a target
(person) who appeared under multiple camera views at distinct
time points. It is a challenging computer vision task and
underpins significant applications such as person retrieval,
cross camera object tracking, target reacquisition, etc [1].
According to the gap of time, person re-ID can be categorized
into two types: the short-term and the long-term scenarios.
A majority of current researches belong to the former which
assumes a person will reappear under non-overlapping camera
views within a brief period (e.g., less than 30 minutes) without
the changes of clothes [2]–[8], [31]. On the other hand,
persons in the long-term scenario inherently undergo a great
possibility to change their clothes or carry different objects
after a long-time gap (e.g., several days or even months)
when they reappear under the same view or large spatial
separation between views [1]. The certain application of short-
term person re-ID is person tracking and retrieval within time
and space limitations. To break these limitations, long-term
person re-ID is indispensable in many real-world applications
such as forensic search and identity verification for the security
surveillance.
In the previous short-term person re-ID studies, the main
challenge normally comes from ‘general’ variations, e.g., illu-
minations, viewpoints, poses, occlusions, weather in outdoor
scenes, and background clutters. To this end, several datasets
have been proposed to tackle such variations [2], [7], [9]–
[12], [32]. However, dressing differently, which is one of
the most important variation in the long-term person re-ID
scenario, has not been observed amongst the above-mentioned
datasets. Apparently, the same person wearing different clothes
involves more indistinguishable and ambiguous factors (e.g.,
causing large inter-class indistinctness and intra-class discrete-
ness) which result in a significant challenge in person re-ID.
An ideal re-ID system should embed the capacity to tackle
such challenge in realistic [1]. However, this problem is still
not well addressed in current researches. Therefore, we will
introduce a dataset with a proper benchmark method proposed.
Some researches attempt to propose datasets that do not rely
on the cue of clothes. To the best of our knowledge, these
datasets can be categorized into three types, i.e., the RGB-D
datasets [13]–[15], the appearance of impaired datasets [16],
and the general video-based dataset [17]. Apart from person
re-ID, the variation of clothes can be also observed in gait
recognition dataset [18], [33]. However, unfortunately, all of
them are not suitable to the long-term re-ID study due to
the limited experimental conditions (e.g., under controlled
environments such as indoor scenes [18] or need special
cameras such as Kinect to capture RGB-D images [13]–[15])
and the scale (the detailed statistics of each dataset are listed
in Section II).
Apart from datasets, current person re-ID approaches mainly
focus on dealing with challenges in the short-term scenario
such as variations of viewpoint, pose, illumination, etc. These
methods heavily rely on the appearance cue such as color and
texture of clothes since a person will not change chothes.
These approaches can be categorized into two types: tra-
ditional learning methods and deep learning methods. The
former utilizes appearance-based descriptors such as color,
texture, or their combinations to represent a person for metric
learning [4], [6], [19], [20]. The latter targets to optimize
the performance of a deep neural network by training from
the scratch [2], [5] or fine-tuning off-the-shelf pre-trained
models [3], [7], [8], [21], [22]. Impressive progress has been
achieved in current state-of-the-art methods by using deep
Fig. 1. Nine persons with six randomly selected images per person are shown from the proposed Celebrities-reID dataset. Each person shows different
clothes. The blue and green boxes respectively indicate instances of viewpoint and pose variations within a person. The disturbance of background clutters
and illuminations also can be observed amongst the nine persons. The glasses and profiles make the face cue of each person unreliable.
learning approaches. However, this work will reveal that such
methods are not adequate to tackle the challenge of long-term
person re-ID where a person will change clothes.
From the above discussion, in this paper, we concentrate on
the study of clothes variation for the case of long-term person
re-ID. To this end:
• Firstly, we propose a new person re-ID dataset that
contains 590 IDs with 10,842 images. The same person
does not wear the same clothing twice to make it more
suitable for the clothes variation person re-ID study.
Also, some other disturbances, e.g., variations of pose,
viewpoint, background clutter, and illumination are also
embodied in our dataset to make it even more challenging
(see Fig. 1). On the other hand, capturing hundreds of
persons wearing different clothes after a long-time gap
is difficult. To collect a certain number of IDs, we use
images of celebrities to build our dataset, and name it
as ‘Celebrities-reID’. As we use images of celebrities,
there is a bias towards real-life the person re-ID scenario
(e.g., using pedestrian images captured by surveillance
cameras). Therefore, we choose the street snap-shots of
celebrities, which is closer to the real-life scenarios. To
the best of our knowledge, Celebrities-reID is the largest
dataset with a person wearing different clothes.
• Second, to verify the feasibility of the new dataset,
we evaluate it using several state-of-the-art methods to
testify their performance under the new challenge. It
well demonstrates that Celebrities-reID is extremely chal-
lenging to the existing methods. We introduce a two-
step fine-tuning strategy on human body parts (2SF-
BPart) for the clothes variation study. In the first fine-
tuning step, an overall optimization to a specific back-
bone neural network (e.g., the pre-trained resnet [23])
is executed on full images. Then, we separately fine-
tune the optimized network on each human body part
which is divided by a structure-guided partition approach.
The motivation to use the part-based approach on our
dataset is that: we consider different body regions play
distinct roles in matching a person wearing different
clothes (e.g., the detailed cues of the body are more
critical than appearance, on the contrary, appearance is
still important in matching the heads of persons). Also,
compared with current methods that directly co-train all
body parts or train them separately from the scratch1, the
proposed 2SF-BPart approach demonstrates its superior
in eliminating useless information (color or texture of
clothes), and keeping effective information (details of
the body and appearance of the head) to the proposed
Celebrities-reID dataset concurrently.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized in
two-folds. First, we propose a new dataset Celebrities-reID
which is particularly for the clothes variation study in the long-
term person re-ID scenario. A new data acquisition pipeline
is introduced by using the street-snap shots of celebrities in
the uncooperative environment to depress the bias between
our data and the real-life scenario. Also, we comprehensive
evaluate existing state of the arts to verify the feasibility
and new challenge exposed by the proposed dataset. Second,
a new 2SF-BPart benchmark approach is introduced which
simultaneously achieves the best performance on the proposed
Celebrities-reID dataset and also well demonstrates its gener-
ality to the existing person re-ID dataset.
This paper is organized as follows. We first review some
related works in Section II. In Section III, we introduce the
pipeline of our data acquisition. In Section IV, we present the
benchmark method to the proposed Celebrities-reID dataset.
The experiments are shown in Section V. The conclusion is
in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Person re-ID dataset. Most previous person re-ID datasets
are based on the short-term scenario, such as VIPeR [9],
CUHK03 [2], Market-1501 [10], DukeMTMC-reID [7], [24],
1In the following section, we use scratch to represent the pre-trained back-
bone network (e.g., the resnet) on ImageNet, instead of random initialization.
Airport [11], MSMT17 [12], etc. These datasets are mainly
proposed to tackle the variations of illuminations, poses,
viewpoints, background clutters, occlusions, and weather in
outdoor scenes, based on an invariant factor: appearance,
specifically clothes. Since the above-mentioned disturbances
are already existed in many existing person re-ID datasets,
thereby, in this paper, we concentrate on a new challenge, i.e.,
clothes variation of long-term person re-ID. In addition, some
other disturbances such as illuminations, poses, viewpoints,
background clutters are also involved in our dataset to make
it even more challenging.
To tackle the change of clothes, the depth cue is utilized
to extract 3D soft-biometric feature which is insensitive to
appearance variations in RGB-D person re-ID datasets, such
as PAVIS [13], BIWI [14], IAS-Lab [14], and DPI-T [15]
where a person may wear different clothes. Table I lists
the comparison between the proposed Celebrities-reID dataset
and other clothes variation datasets. Amongst them, three
appearance impaired datasets [16] also can be found. Two
of them are people wearing similar dark clothes (without
changing clothes). The remaining one (i.e., TSD [16]) just
contains 9 IDs with 27 sequences of video with clothes
variation. In addition, a general video-based long-term person
re-ID dataset ‘Motion-ReID’ is introduced in [17]. This dataset
includes 30 IDs, and each of them contains two different
suits of clothes. Compared with the above-mentioned clothes
variation datasets, our Celebrities-reID dataset contains the
largest number of ID. Up to 590 subjects with around 20
different clothes per ID makes it especially for the clothes
variation study in the long-term person re-ID scenario.
Re-ID approach. Current person re-ID methods can be
divided into two categories. One is traditional leaning meth-
ods, and the other is deep learning methods. Overall, deep
learning achieves superior performance. Amongst them, an
IDE model that casts the training of person re-ID to an
image classification task is presented in [8]. Beyond that, a
two-stream architecture, which simultaneously considers the
classification and verification functions, is also proposed in [8].
Both utilize the resnet-50 [23] as the backbone network.
Moreover, the SVDNet is introduced to decorrelate the learned
weight vectors for improving the discriminative learning of
the deep CNN network [25]. To utilize the body part cue,
the Spindle net [21] is designed to extract human body parts
using fourteen body joints, then all the features from different
body parts are fused to represent a person. Also, a part aligned
representation is given [22] to embed an attention mechanism
in training, which allows the model to decide which part to
focus on by itself. A refined part model that lays emphasis on
the content consistency within each part is proposed in [26].
These approaches are recently published state of the arts which
achieve competitive results on various short-term person re-ID
datasets. To verify the feasibility of the proposed Celebrities-
reID dataset, all of them will be used in our experiments.
In addition to deep learning methods, some traditional
learning methods also demonstrate their effectiveness in re-
cent years. However, since most person re-ID datasets are
short-term, they mainly rely on appearance-based descriptors.
Amongst them, the Local Maximal Occurrence (LOMO) [19]
and the Gaussian Of Gaussian (GOG) [20] descriptors demon-
strate superior performance. The LOMO [19] is a high di-
mension descriptor that includes the color and Scale Invari-
ant Local Ternary Pattern (SILTP) histograms. Bins in the
same horizontal stripe undergo max pooling and a three-
scale pyramid model are built to consider the multi-scale
information. Motivated by LOMO, GOG [20] is presented
that models each region of a person image by multiple
Gaussian distributions to simultaneously describe color and
texture information. Whereas, unlike LOMO, GOG further
adds covariance information in each hierarchy to fuse color
and texture features into a single descriptor. Both use the
Cross-view Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (XQDA) [19] to
learn a metric model for measuring the similarity between two
samples in testing. In this paper, we attempt to utilize the two
state-of-the-art descriptors and XQDA metric learning on the
proposed Celebrities-reID dataset.
Apart from the above-mentioned approaches, we propose a
two-step fine-tuning strategy on human body part as a bench-
mark on our dataset. The experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed method is able to best tackle the clothes
variation challenge in the long-term re-ID. Fine-tuning has
been adopted in person re-ID [21] in order to adapt the various
of different data domains. On the contrary, our method is
designed within only one data domain, but lays emphasis on
the discrepancy between different body regions when a person
wearing different clothes.
III. DATASET DESCRIPTION
The data acquisition process to the newly proposed
Celebrities-reID dataset consists of the following five steps:
1) Determine the List of Celebrities. We use the street
snap-shots of celebrities. We consider the quantity of
street snap-shots being proportional to the popularity
of celebrities. Therefore, social media networks such
as twittercounter2 are leveraged to determine the name
list. We initially determine 2600 celebrities, after data
filtering (step 3), 590 of them are retained in the final
version.
2) Crawl Data. After determining the list, we crawl their
street snap-shots images on Google Image with key-
words: name + street + snap-shot (e.g., Justin Bieber
street snap-shot). For each celebrity, the top 100 re-
turned results are accepted as candidates. Thus, there
are 2600× 100 images left for manually filtering.
3) Data Filtering. Data filtering is a critical step that
needs to select images of each celebrity manually. First,
the labeler needs to verify the identity of images for
each celebrity. Any wrong returned result is discarded.
Second, person normally shows standing pose with the
whole body in typical re-ID datasets, therefore other
poses are not considered. Third, if one celebrity wears
2https://twittercounter.com/pages/100
TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN CELEBRITIES-REID AND OTHER CLOTHES VARIATION PERSON RE-ID DATASETS.
Dataset #Subjects #Images change clothing
Image-based dataset (in images)
Celebrities-reID 590 10,842 yes, and each person does not wear thesame clothes twice.
RGB-D based dataset (video in sequences)
PAVIS [13] 79 316 some dress differently
BIWI [14] 50 50 most dress differently
IAS-Lab [14] 11 33 some dress differently
DPI-T [15] 12 300 5 different sets of clothes on average foreach subject.
Appearance impaired dataset (video in sequences)
iLIDS-VID BK [16] 91 - no, but all people wear dark clothes
PRID2011 BK [16] 35 - no, but all people wear dark clothes
TSD [16] 9 81 27/81 with people wear different clothes,54/81 are distractors.
Video-based long-term person re-ID dataset (video in sequences)
Motion-reID [17] 30 240 two suits of clothes for each person
TABLE II
THE SPLIT OF OUR DATASET FOR TRAINING, VALIDATION, AND TESTING.
split training (490 identities) testing (100 identities)
subsets training validation query gallery
subjects 490 490 100 100
images 8531 490 887 934
the same clothing in more than one images, only one
of them is retained. Finally, celebrities with less than 9
images left are excluded from our dataset.
4) Image Preprocessing. After data filtering, the raw
dataset with 590 identities and 10,842 images is ob-
tained. In this step, each image needs to be processed to
produce a standard person image. Three processes are
included. First, a bounding box of a person is manually
cropped from the original image. After that, paddings are
extracted from the original image along the surrounding
of the cropped bounding box. These paddings are used
to pad the bounding box to a fixed length-width ratio
(3:1). Compared with directly resizing the cropped im-
age, using paddings can prevent the changes of body
proportion. Finally, all the cropped images are resized
to 480× 180 according to the pre-defined length-width
ratio. Finally, each image is down-sampled to 128× 64.
5) Data Split. We randomly split our dataset into two
sets: training and testing. To ensure complete separation
between them, all the images of the same celebrity fall in
the same set. That is, it ensures the subjects being tested
do not register in the training set. During training, the
first image of each subject in the training set is selected
to constitute a validation set. We also divide the testing
set into two subsets named query and gallery. Each of
them covers around 50% images over all the subjects
in the testing set. Specifically, given a celebrity in the
testing set, half images are used for query and the others
are used for gallery. Table II provides more details about
the data split.
IV. BENCHMARK FOR CELEBRITIES-REID
We attempt to use several state-of-the-art methods to ver-
ify the feasibility of our newly proposed dataset. However,
these approaches cannot yield satisfactory results against the
challenge of clothes variation. For this reason, we propose
a benchmark for our Celebrities-reID dataset that performs
promisingly against other approaches.
The new benchmark utilizes a two-step fine-tuning strategy
based on human body parts. It is well motivated by considering
different body parts can play distinct roles in matching a
person wearing different clothes. Specifically, since the ap-
pearance cue (e.g., color and texture) is no more reliable
in distinguishing the ID of a person who wears different
clothes, the detailed cues (e.g., bared parts, the body shape
and proportion) become a deterministic factor in matching the
similarity between persons. On the contrary, the head still lays
emphasis on the appearance (e.g., hair or unclear face, etc.)
which is beneficial to the re-ID task.
We use the two-stream IDE (2S-IDE) neural network [8] as
our backbone since it concurrently considers the identification
and verification signals in a co-training architecture. In the first
fine-tuning stage, the training set (full image) of Celebrities-
reID is utilized to fine-tune the resnet-50 embedded in the two-
stream IDE model. The last fully-connected layer is changed
to have K neurons to predict K classes. In the second fine-
tuning stage, five body parts are respectively utilized to fine-
tune the two-stream model optimized from the first stage. The
architecture of the 2S-IDE network is shown in Fig. 2.
To exactly locate different body parts, we use an external
cue upon the latest progress of human pose estimation [27].
Since drastic appearance changes incurred by clothes variation,
we use a coarse-grained instead of a fine-grained partition to
retain more effective detailed cues on each part rather than
the general appearance cues such as color and texture. Fig. 3
illustrates the partition result. After pose estimation [27], 18
keypoints of a body are obtained, the full image is divided
































Fig. 2. The architecture of the 2S-IDE network. Image pairs are fed into two paralleled resnet-50 (without weights sharing). After global average pooling
(GP), a squared Euclidean distance (SED) is used to calculate the difference between two inputs. Two fully connected layers (K neurons) with cross-entropy
loss are used after GPs to classify the ID of each input person (identification signal). A two-class cross-entropy loss is connected after the SED layer to
determine whether the two input images belong to the same person or not (verification signal).
Pose
Estimation
Part Partition according to the keypoints by pose estimation
1 2 3 1 2+ 2 3+Head Upperbody Lowerbody
Fig. 3. Body parts partition assistances from pose estimation. Given a full
image, the keypoints of neck and waist are utilized to divide the body into
three parts 1©, 2© and 3©. The last two parts are constituted by 1© + 2© and
2© + 3©, respectively.
Their combinations are used to constitute other two parts (see
Fig. 3).
Naturally, an alternative of the two-step fine-tuning strategy
is to directly train each body part from the scratch. However,
the result is inferior compared with our approach. This is
because parameters learned by the full image of the proposed
Celebrities-reID can provide a better guide towards each
body part compared with directly optimizing them from other
domain (e.g., ImageNet-trained resnet). Fig. 4 illustrates the
effectiveness of learning between scratch→ body part and full
image → body part. Also, we can observe that the activation
map of our 2SF-BPart method can effectively eliminate more
useless information and concentrate on other detailed cue (e.g.,
bared arms or hands) under drastic appearance changes.
In testing, we feed forward each part to their corresponding
fine-tuning network and obtain a 2,048-dim descriptor from
the GP layer (see Fig. 2) respectively. Thus, the similarity
between two images (e.g., x and y) is calculated by:
Sim(x, y) = D(xhead, yhead) +D(xhead up, yhead up)+
σ ∗ (D(xup, yup) +D(xlow, ylow)+
D(xup low, yup low)),
(1)
where D(·) is the squared Euclidean distance. xhead, xup,
xlow, xhead up, and xup low respectively represent the part of
head, upperbody, lowerbody, head + upperbody, and upper-
body + lowerbody of an image. σ represents the weighs of
upperbody, lowerbody, and their combination. We empirically
set the σ = 0, 5 because of the drastic appearance changes
caused by clothes variation of the three parts.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Evaluation Summary
We will evaluate the quality of our proposed Celebrities-
reID dataset and the new benchmark approach in four aspects.
First, since we pursue person re-ID task, we expect the face
does not play an important role. Thus, we will verify faces
are not functionable in the proposed Celebrities-reID dataset.
Second, state-of-the-art approaches will be harnessed to testify
the challenge of clothes variation in our new dataset. Third,
the effectiveness of the proposed benchmark approach will
be verified on our dataset, and its generality will be testified
on currently publicly available dataset concurrently. Finally,
a comparison between the new benchmark method and other
state of the arts will be made.
To fairly compare our results with the state of the arts, we
use the same split over all the methods. Since the proposed
Celebrities-reID is large, we fix the training and testing split
instead of randomly repeating it for 10 or 20 times as in
[2]. In training, 490 subjects (including the validation set) are
used to train a model for measuring the similarity between
two images in query and gallery, respectively. In testing,
given a query image, all gallery images are used to calculate
similarity scores. Then, a ranking process is performed to rank
all gallery images according to their similarity to the query
image. Sine each query image has multiple true matching in
the gallery, both of the Cumulative Matching Characteristic
(CMC) curve [9] and mean Average Precision (mAP) [10] are
used to evaluate the performance. The CMC curve is utilized to
show the probability that all gallery images appear in different
ranking positions according to their similarity to query, which
focuses on a retrieval precision. While, the mAP provides the
overall performance when multiple true matching exists.
B. Experimental Setup
1) Person re-ID dataset: Two datasets are involved in
our experiment. The first is the proposed Celebrities-reID
dataset that used for challenging the task of clothes variation.
The second is Market1501 [10] which is one of the most
commonly used short-term (without clothes variation) person
re-ID dataset that contains 12,936 training images and 19,732











Fig. 4. (a) shows activation maps of two different full person images using the network optimized by the first step fine-tuning. The right figure provides five
corresponding body parts of the two persons with parts activation maps obtained through the second step fine-tuning (the first and third rows) and learning
from the scratch (the second and fourth rows), respectively. (b) Gives an intuitive understanding of the merit through our 2SF-BPart approach. A superior
result (local minimum 2) can be observed by fine-tuning from the optimized network (learned by full images) to each body part.
training and testing respectively. Only the single query setting
is utilized.
2) 2SF-BPart for evaluation: The Matconvnet [28] package
is used to implement our benchmark. We adopt the 2S-
IDE network [8] as our backbone because of its compelling
performance on Celebrities-reID (see Table VI). In our first
fine-tuning step, the full image is resized to 256× 256 before
being randomly cropped into 224×224. The ImageNet-trained
resnet-50 is utilized to fine-tune the full images. We modify the
fully-connected layer of resnet-50 to have 490 and 751 neurons
for the proposed Celebrities-reID dataset and Market1501
respectively. The learning rate is set to 0.1 and decay to 0.01
after 40 epochs, we stop training after 60 epochs in the first
fine-tuning step. The batchsize is set to 32. In the second fine-
tuning step, we use the same batchsize and input size. Five
body parts (see Fig. 3) are separately used to fine-tune the 2S-
IDE model which optimized on the full image. In this stage, we
set the learning rate to 0.1 and decay to 0.01 after 20 epochs.
We stop training after 40 epochs. In training, the dropout is
used after the GP layer and the SED layer (see Fig. 2) to
reduce over-fitting with rate of 0.75 and 0.9 after the layers
respectively. In addition, we follow the original design (see
[8]) which sets the initial ratio between positive (belong to
the same person) and negative (belong to different persons)
pairs of inputs as 1:1, and it will be multiplied by a factor of
1.01 every epoch until it reaches 1:4.
C. Effectiveness and Quality of the Proposed Dataset
1) Impact of face: The face cue is commonly unreliable in
the realistic scenario of person re-ID. Therefore, we expect the
impact of faces is intrinsically weak on our proposed dataset.
To this end, we respectively train the 2S-IDE approach (the
backbone of our benchmark) on the proposed Celebrities-reID
dataset with full image and its face being specifically covered
(see Fig. 5). It can be observed in Table III that the result
of the 2S-IDE is on par with the 2S-IDE face covered in
rank-1 accuracy (17.36% vs. 16.46%) and mAP (9.85% vs.
9.09%). Apparently, the face cue is not vital to the re-ID
performance of Celebrities-reID. We further verify the effect
Fig. 5. Face covered version of the proposed Celebrities-reID. We use black





2S-IDE face covered 16.46% 9.09%
2S-IDE head 16.33% 9.45%
Market1501
2S-IDE head 28.98% 13.21%
TABLE III
THE COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 2S-IDE MODEL DIRECTLY TRAINED ON
THE FULL IMAGE (2S-IDE), ITS FACE BEING SPECIFICALLY COVERED
(2S-IDE FACE COVERED), AND ONLY THE HEADS OF CELEBRITIES-REID
AND MARKET1501 RESPECTIVELY. RANK-1 ACCURACY AND MAP ARE
LISTED.
of the head (including the hair and face) by directly training
the head part only (see Fig. 3) using the 2S-IDE model after
resizing the input size as the same as the full image. As a
comparison, we also verify the effect of heads on Market1501
by using the same part partition approach. Table III shows
the performance by only using the head for person re-ID
on both datasets (2S-IDE head). It can be observed that the
head cue of our proposed Celebrities-reID dataset is even
more indistinguishable than Market1501, which deteriorates
the recognition performance. This result indicates the proposed
Celebrities-reID dataset is inherently challenging either on the
TABLE IV
COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR TWO-STEP FINE-TUNING STRATEGY AND
DIRECTLY TRAINING EACH BODY PART FROM SCRATCH.
Methods Training from the scratch Two-step fine-tuningrank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP
2S-IDE baseline - - 17.36% 9.85%
2S-IDE head 15.12% 9.22% 16.33% 9.45%
2S-IDE up 4.51% 3.33% 6.76% 3.62%
2S-IDE low 5.30% 4.03% 6.76% 4.16%
2S-IDE head+up 16.70% 9.35% 16.01% 10.00%
2S-IDE up+low 7.78% 4.75% 9.02% 4.92%
Combination 23.69% 12.95% 26.76% 14.01%
TABLE V
COMPARISON OF USING DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF BODY PARTS AND
WEIGHTS. THE SUBSCRIPT OF D IS CORRESPONDING TO DIFFERENT BODY
PARTS IN FIG. 3
Methods rank-1 mAP
D1 + 0.5 ∗D2 + 0.5 ∗D3 21.76% 12.25%
D1 + 0.5 ∗D4 + 0.5 ∗D5 22.21% 12.85%
D1 +D2 +D3 +D4 +D5 23.45% 12.97%
D1 + 0.5 ∗D2 + 0.5 ∗D3 +D4 + 0.5 ∗D5 26.76% 14.01%
clothes variation or the unreliable biometric trait, i.e., face and
head to person re-ID.
2) Challenges of the proposed Celebrities-reID Dataset:
We attempt to harness several state-of-the-art approaches
(with publicly available source code which are suitable
to our experiment) to testify the challenge of the proposed
Celebrities-reID dataset. Table VI lists ten methods we used
on our dataset. Amongst them, LOMO+XQDA [19] and
GOGfusion+XQDA [20] are the traditional learning methods,
and others are deep learning methods. The performance of the
two traditional learning methods is inferior (e.g., the best rank-
1 accuracy is only 5.47%) to other deep learning methods since
they heavily rely on the appearance information (i.e., texture
and color). The 2S-IDE achieves the best rank-1 accuracy
(17.36%) and mAP (9.85%). It can be observed that there
is a large margin between the performance of Celebrities-
reID and Market1501 (e.g., the PCB [26] achieves 92.30%
rank-1 accuracy on Market1501 but only obtains 16.69% on
Celebrities-reID). This result verifies that our new dataset is
extremely challenging to the state of the arts because of the
drastic appearance changes caused by clothes variation.
3) Quality of the new benchmark: To testify the quality of
the newly proposed benchmark, we not only verify its perfor-
mance on our proposed Celebrities-reID dataset (with clothes
variation) but also testify its generality to the widely used
person re-ID dataset Market1501 (without clothes variation).
Table VI shows that our 2SF-BPart approach achieves the best
performance on Celebrities-reID with 26.76% rank-1 accuracy
and 14.01% mAP. This result concurrently outperforms the
second best 2S-IDE method by a large margin in rank-1
accuracy (26.76% vs. 17.36%) and mAP (14.01% vs. 9.85%).
In addition, our 2SF-BPart method also achieves a competi-
tive result on Market1501 with 91.21% rank-1 accuracy and
77.17% mAP, which demonstrates its generality to different
TABLE VI
COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS.
Methods Celebrities-reID Market-1501rank-1 mAP rank-1 mAP
Traditional Learning Methods
LOMO CVPR15 [19] 4.85% 3.40% - -
GOG CVPR16 [20] 5.47% 4.95% - -
Deep Learning Methods
SVDNet CVPR17 [25] 13.16% 8.82% 82.30% 62.10%
Part-aligned CVPR17 [22] 8.46% 6.05% 81.00% 63.40%
Spindle Net CVPR17 [21] 7.49% - 76.90% -
1S-IDE TOMM17 [8] 12.06% 7.44% 73.69% 51.48%
2S-IDE TOMM17 [8] 17.36% 9.85% 83.31% 65.49%
PSE CVPR18 [30] 15.19% 8.73% 87.70% 69.00%
HACNN CVPR18 [34] 16.2% 11.5% 91.20% 75.70%
PCB ECCV18 [26] 16.69% 9.03% 92.30% 77.40%
Our 2SF-BPart 26.76% 14.01% 91.21% 77.17%
person re-ID scenarios (with or without clothes variation).
We also conduct an ablation study by directly training each
part from the scratch. In this experiment, we use the same 2S-
IDE model as our backbone network; the only difference is
that we skip the process of training full images. Table IV lists
the results. By using our two-step fine-tuning strategy, superior
results can be achieved on the five body parts, except the rank-
1 accuracy of the head+upperbody which is marginally lower
than directly training from scratch (16.01% vs. 16.70%). Using
the Eq. 1, we integrate all the parts to produce the final result,
compared with training from scratch, our 2SF-BPart approach
achieves better rank-1 accuracy (26.76% vs. 23.69%) and mAP
(14.01% vs. 12.95%) simultaneously.
In addition, we change the number and the weight of dif-
ferent body parts to compare the performance using different
combinations. Table V lists the results. We can observe that
all variants are experimentally validated as inferior to the
combination by using the five parts with 0.5 weights on upper-
body, upperbdoy + lowerbody, and lowerbody. Other adaptive
combinations may achieve better performance compared with
our empirically setting (i.e., Eq. 1).
D. Performance of the New Benchmark Approach
Table VI lists the overall experiment results on two datasets.
The proposed 2SF-BPart achieves state of the art on our
Celebrities-reID dataset compared with other nine approaches
by using their available source code. Our method outperforms
all existing methods with a large improvement of +9.40%
(rank-1) and +4.16% (mAP) compared with the 2nd best
method 2S-IDE. In the meantime, we achieve 91.21% rank-1
accuracy and 77.17% mAP on the widely used Market1501
dataset. This result is competitive with other state-of-the-art
methods. It can be observed that the PCB [26] obtains the best
performance on Market1501 with 92.30% in rank-1 accuracy
and 77.40% in mAP, which is slightly higher than our 2SF-
BPart approach. However, the PCB is jointly trained on all
body parts, which does not pay attention to the discrepancy
between each part when a person does change clothes in the
long-term person re-ID scenario. Although it performs slightly
better than our benchmark method on Market1501, our method
significantly outperforms it on our Celebrities-reID dataset
(26.76% vs. 16.69% in rank-1 accuracy and 14.01% vs. 9.03%
in mAP). Noting that the Spindle Net [21] is firstly trained
on eleven existing short-term person re-ID datasets (all of
them without clothes variation) and then fine-tuned on each
target dataset. Actually, because of the large bias between
Celebrities-reID and the other short-term datasets, Spindle
Net only achieves 1.6% rank-1 accuracy when Celebrities-
reID is combined with all the other short-term datasets in
training. Therefore, we try to only use Celebrities-reID to
train the Spindle Net, which achieves a better result shown
in Table VI (7.49% in rank-1 accuracy). In addition, the
performance of the 2S-IDE (83.31% rank-1 accuracy) is higher
under our experimental setting (see Section V-B2) compared
with the result reported in [8] (79.51% rank-1 accuracy) on
Market1501.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce a new dataset which is partic-
ularly used for the clothes variation study in the long-term
person re-ID scenario. The new dataset will enable research
possibilities in multiple directions, e.g., large scale and long-
time gap person re-ID where a person undergoes a great
possibility to change clothes. To tackle the challenge of clothes
variation, a benchmark approach is proposed by utilizing a
two-step fine-tuning strategy on human body parts. Extensive
evaluations are conducted on the proposed Celebrities-reID
dataset, and a commonly used short-term dataset Market1501
where person does not change their clothes. Superior experi-
ment results are achieved to demonstrate the effectiveness and
the generality of the proposed benchmark approach.
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